MAP1: UNCW ALLIED HEALTH PROJECT - CAHILL DR ROAD CLOSURE PLAN
DEC 17, 2018 TO DEC 21, 2018

SEE MAP 2 FOR DETAILS

https://www.google.com/maps/@34.2208558,-77.8693566,2145a,35y,30.37h,6.57/data=!3m11!1e3
MAP 2: UNCW ALLIED HEALTH PROJECT - CAHILL DR ROAD CLOSURE
PLAN DEC 17, 2018 TO DEC 21, 2018

1 ROAD CLOSED AHEAD
2 DETOUR TAKE U - TURN TO REYNOLDS DRIVE
3 SIDEWALK CLOSED FOLLOW DETOUR SIGNS TO MCNEILL HALL
MAP1: P3 PROJECT - WALTON DRIVE ROAD CLOSURE PLAN
DEC 22, 2018 TO DEC 31, 2018
1. DETOUR  TAKE U - TURN TO CAHILL DR
2. DETOUR  TAKE TIDE DR TO LIONFISH
3. DETOUR  TAKE LIONFISH TO PLYLER RD
4. DETOUR  TAKE PLYLER RD TO RIEGEL RD